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Abstract 
Mass customization (MC), as a completely new product mode; combine the advantages of both mass production and customized 
production. On the premise of not uncompromising economic benefit, MC  provides customized product which satisfies 
increased consumer awareness of quality and functionality demands with low cost and short lead time. Obviously garment 
industry provides necessary commodities, on the other hand these goods include diverse fashionable elements, and thus end 
customers have various choices among brands, drapes, fabrics and colours etc. This paper will explore how the mode of mass 
customization integrates the custom-made goods on a mass scale with good quality, low price, high productivity and efficiency to
achieve by the economies of scale in mass production engineering. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Desheng Dash Wu 
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1. Introduction 
Davis (1987) referred to an idea of producing high volume products to satisfy customers’ demand [1]. Pine (1993) 
described mass customization as providing individual customers with customized products and producing those with 
principles of mass production in his book of Mass Customization: The New Frontier in Business Competition [2]. 
The key issue is customer focus. Thirkell (2000) emphasized that in MC, as the products were connected to 
customers closely, therefore the companies had to provide personal products to customers more appropriately [3]. In 
2004, McCarthy referred to the market, although MC was the approach to produce the product customers need, the 
market could change the use value into value, so market was a non-ignored factor [4]. Piller defined MC as ‘a 
customer co-design process of products and services which meet the needs of each individual customer with regard 
to certain product features. All operations are performed within a fixed solution space, characterized by stable but 
still flexible and responsive processes [5]. He emphasized that the operations within a fixed solution space, and he 
also referred to the product cost in the market, all these factors would influence the competitive ability of a company. 
In the garment industry, manufacturers can employ mass customization (MC) to produce enough variety so that 
nearly everyone clothes exactly what she or he wants at a reasonable price. 
In the garment industry, take China for example, MC has become a key marketing strategy developing with the 
technology progress. ‘Craft production’, as the primary production form, depends on skilled craftsman producing 
goods in low volumes with a high degree of variety. In addition, customers influence is very strong. However, craft 
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production only works well for small scale and the processes of design, production planning and manufacturing 
activities have to be finished together. When it comes to the ‘Mass production’ era, production volume increases 
with the use of specialized labour, which realizes scale production to acclimatize competitive demand. ‘Mass 
customization’, as the latest production mode, combines the prominent advantages together, which means producing 
customized goods as craft production while producing goods in a large scale as mass production.  
In the competitive and marketable environment, to a certain degree, MC can decrease the fierce competition in 
garment industry. Due to the more is the difference, the less is the chance of substitute to that product, thus the 
market remains relatively stable. In addition, if providers can guide the individual demand the market share can be 
enlarged and the competitive advantage becomes much stronger. Figure 1 evaluates that the more is the difference 
between products, the less possible it is to be substituted, so the competition is weaker and more profits can be 
gained. According to the figure above, if the products are in the region on the right of F, the products are unique, so 
there is almost no competition. On the other hand, if the products are on the left of D, they probably can be 
substituted by other ones; therefore it is the cost competition here. In fact, competition is mainly occurring in the 
shadow region i.e. between the D point and F point.  
The question whether implementing of MC in garment industry can affect other competitive elements? Although 
MC can reduce the competition, the competitive marketable environment is absolutely necessary for MC mode. In 
the same sort of product, price and profit enhance with the increase of difference (Zhou et al, 2007). Figure 2 shows 
simply comparative analysis. Supposing there are three types of products, A, B and C, and L is the difference in 
volume while H stands for the difference in price and profits (Suppose D and E are the mid points, and S stands for 
the area of the shadow).  
For the small triangle cross shadow, supposing the area is :  = 1S 1S 2
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For the bigger triangle shadow, supposing the area is :  = 2S 2S 2
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Obviously  is four times of S  i.e. the area of bigger shadow is four times of the smaller one. From the 
calculation, two times difference between two products result in four times of profits. This is essential motivation 
for companies to adopt MC as a new manufacture method.  
2S 1
efficient, MC benefits from an increasing information richness to accomplish individualization [6]. Dellaert and 
Difference D F
Fig.1. Relationship between product difference and product substitute. 
Substitute
2. Technology and strategy support 
2.1. Computers and internet 
Before the evolution of computer, the way companies use to contact the customers was through the paper, thus 
manufactures reduced the information content of their processes in order to lower the cost as well as increase the 
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e base for companies to globalize and also to 
co
2
 in MC’s supply chain, and it must be developed to deal with the new 
m
2.  Reconfigurable machining systems (RMS) 
are both important issues for MC, modular machines and open-
ar
Syam (2002) indicated that if the customer integration and co-creation processes are supported by adequate systems 
and technology then MC can be successfully implemented [7]. Moreover, such system should be able to reduce the 
high transaction costs resulting from deep customer-firm interaction.  
In information era, like electronic business, internet provides a hug
llect more demand information and to quickly respond to the market. All these are key factors for successful 
implementation of MC.  
.2. Flexible manufacturing system (FMS) 
Manufacturing system is the main tache
anufacturing paradigm. The main focus of the mass production is the large volume and cost-effective method of 
production, while lean manufacturing was later developed to efficiently eliminate waste, decrease cost and improve 
overall quality of the product. When it comes to the issue of change in work orders, production schedules and 
tooling, the flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) can prove to be an effective tool. FMS aims to produce variety of 
products with ‘mass’ volume and economies of scale achieved by mass production with reprogrammable machines. 
However, it does not allow structural modifications. Therefore, FMS can not be upgraded with add-ons and other 
changes in the production which even can be customized in short time.  
3.
As quick response and cost-effectiveness 
chitecture controllers are adopted to achieve MC successfully. Reconfigurable machining system (RMS) was 
researched to obtain an efficient approach for implementing MC. RMS can be changed quickly for the production of 
new models and also can be adjusted to exact capacity requirements very quickly as the marker grows and product 
changes, and is also able to integrate new technologies as it becomes available or needed [8]. Mehrabi et al (2000) 
suggested that there are some important characteristics of RMS which are as follows:  
 Modularity, there are three types of modular architecture [9] 
Fig.3b.Bus-Modular Architecture Fig.3a.Slot-Modular Architecture 
Fig.3. Three types of modular architecture 
Fig.3c.Sectional-Modular 
Architecture 
A
B
C
E
Price/ 
H
Profits 
D
L
Difference 
Fig.2. Relationship between difference and price and profits. 
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Figures 3 shows that there are three type of modular architecture: slot modular architecture, bus modular 
ar
ntroduction of new technology. 
tability (ramp-up) for future 
ility: identify quickly sources of problems. 
3. Representative approaches of MC for garment industry 
The figure above shows the flow chart for garment manufacturing process, and there are seven steps [10]. MC 
ne
.1. Tailored system 
chitecture and the sectional modular architecture. The slot-modular architecture refers to a situation where each of 
the interfaces between modules is of different types so that various modules can be interchanged. In Bus-modular 
architecture there is a regular bus, and other modules united are of the same type of interface. Another type of 
architecture is the Sectional-Modular architecture in which all interfaces are alike; however, there is no single 
element to which all the other modules are attached. 
 Integrability, which means integration and future i
 Convertibility: quick changeover between existing products and quick system adap
products. 
 Diagnosab
 Customization: able to match the application. 
eds to respond to customers’ demand quickly, and the quick respond is required to help eliminate the 
collaboration problem between design department, purchase department and manufacturing department before time 
and thus the customized information can be researched in very short time, furthermore, the professional software 
helps to prepare the price list automatically. If the customer agrees with the price, and places an order to the 
manufacturer, the information about the order is transferred to the factory, and then the analysis system process the 
data into information and transfers the information to the design system, CAD system as well as stock system. These 
departments will deal with the information and transfer it to CAM system where data is used for manufacture tache. 
Finally the end products are distributed to different tier customers. This part becomes the door where manufacturers 
can contact with end customers directly. 
3
Customized 
information 
Customized 
design system
Data analyse 
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Inventory 
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CAM stem sy
Distribution 
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ailored system T
Data
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 Information transfer process                                                     Other process 
Fig.4. Main processes of representative mass customization for garment industry 
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used to collect customized information from the customers, but since the information volume 
is
 on styles. Customers 
ho
.2. Data analysis system 
tion, data analysis system decides the difference between MC and mass production. For 
pr
e data, statistical models and mathematic models are very crucial. The internet 
pr
3.3. Customized design system 
ized design system is to receive data from data analysis system, and design according 
to
tem after analysis, and then 
th
3.4. Inventory system 
ntory is ‘those stocks or items used to support production (raw materials and work-in-process items), 
su
In general, there are two types of inventory, cycle stock and safety stock. Cycle stock means ‘components or 
pr
Tailored system is 
huge and customers are from different places even from overseas therefore collecting this massive volume of 
information becomes an important issue. The internet, especially the e-business like BtoB, BtoC provides a 
convenient platform for information exchange. In the figure shown above, the demand information and supply 
information are transferred between customers and companies through the internet platform.  
Many customers have a unique taste on clothing which means they have their own choice
pe they can buy clothing suitable for them and satisfy their demand; moreover, this demand is improving with the 
increase of customers’ purchasing ability. Take sportswear for example, there is specific kind of garment for specific 
activity e.g. clothes for jogging, for tennis, for basketball and for football etc, all these are for different purpose, and 
have varieties, colours and styles.  
3
As one of the core func
oduction method, companies always do market research to forecast the customers’ demand. There are a few 
typical models like Exponential Smoothing (ES), Moving Average (MA) and MMSE to forecast market demand. 
However, this demand is not stable, which means there is huge risk for manufacturer’s production. However, MC 
improves the method from simple market forecast which causes the customers to send exact demand to 
manufacturers directly.  
When it comes to analyzing th
ovides MC a platform to connect with customers, and IT can deal with hundreds of thousand customized 
information that is received by the manufacturers. The models are adopted for linearity and non-linearity analysis, 
sequential regression and logical regression analysis, single and excessive variable analysis, all these analysis tools 
provide visible and analysis function to search the relationship that exists in the data, and establish models to 
analyze data.  
The main function of custom
 these data, and return designed information to data analyse system. For example, a customer places an order to 
Dell Company, and demands a computer with more USB jack than common computers.  
Figure 5 illustrates that customized information is transferred to customized design sys
e design system is going to design customized products according to customers’ individual demand, like 
customized colour, size, style etc.  
The definition of inve
pporting activities (maintenance, repair, and operating supplies) and customer service (finished goods and spare parts)’ [11].
Although inventory takes up cost, space etc, it is sill an important function even in the internet era. Managers always want to
curtail inventory to save the cost and improve profits, like the companies of Toyota, because managers know the less inventory 
the company has sitting in the warehouse, the better.  
Customized data 
Designed data 
Data analyse system Customized design system 
Fig.5. Data transfer between data analyse system and customized design system 
oducts that are received in bulk by a downstream partner, gradually used up, and then replenished again in bulk by 
the upstream partner’ (Bozarth and Handfield, 2006). Cycle stock is companies continuously use it up and suppliers 
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.5. Distribution management system 
to distribution as the steps taken to move and store a product from the supplier 
sta
umber of facilities, which means the response time, is 
sh
s the inventory costs grow with the increase of the number of facilities [12]. If companies 
w
an simply to recognize the sum of these three costs as logistics costs, and the logistics costs first decrease 
an
3. ablish distribution network for garment industry 
continuously supplement it. On the other hand, safety stock is the extra stock that is sure companies have enough 
inventories if some uncertainty situation happens like demand and replenishment time.  
3
Chopra and Meindl (2007) referred 
ge to customer stage in the supply chain. How to establish the distribution network becomes the main operation. 
There are two dimensions can be used to evaluate the performance of distribution network, one is customer needs 
that are met and the other is cost of meeting customer needs [12]. To meet what customer needs, companies take a 
serious of measures, and there are seven factors may influence the choice of distribution network. Respond time is 
an important factor, and there exists inverse proportion relationship between the desired response time and the 
required number facilities, as the figure 6a shows blow [12]. 
The desired response time decrease with the growth of n
orter if the number of facilities increases. On the other hand, it needs types of costs to satisfy customer’s demand, 
like inventory cost, transportation cost and facility cost, and the relationship of these costs and the number of 
facilities are as follows. 
As the figure 6b show
ant to reduce the inventory costs, decrease of the facilities’ number is an efficient way. When it comes to the 
transportation costs, it includes inbound and outbound transportation costs. Inbound transportation costs are the 
costs to bring the materials into a facility, while outbound transportation costs are the costs of sending the materials 
out of a facility. From the transportation-number of facilities curve, the transportation costs firstly decrease as the 
increase number of facilities, however, after the lowest point, the costs go up with the growth of facilities. Finally, 
the facility costs have direct proportion relationship with their number, which means more facilities lead to more 
costs.
We c
d then increase with the increase the number of facilities, the relationship is drawn in figure 6c [12]. 
6. Est
Required
Number of
facilities 
Desired respond time 
Fig.6a. Relationship between desired response time and number 
 of facilities  
Total
slogistic
costs
Number of facilities 
Fig.6c. The relationship of total logistics cost and number 
 of facilities  
Number of facilities 
Inventory costs 
Transportation  
costs
Costs
Facility costs 
Fig.6b. Relationship between costs and
 number of facilities 
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 is ever- changing, thus it requires quick respond to market 
an
ch is to decrease the middle taches for efficient MC supply chain, 
fu
 referred above, companies that adopt mass customization production method need to improve the 
ef
Of the mass effect. In a word, outsourcing can bring huge profits for both the 3PL and manu ctures. 
3. AD/CAM system 
 are used by companies to speed up, streamline and increase the efficiency of their 
pr
4. Case example implementation-Mi Adidas 
In 1920’s, Adi Dassler began making sports shoes, and the company is now known as Adidas-Salomon AG. To 
sa
ers with unique athletic clothing and footwear tailored to their individual 
specifications in the terms of fit, function and design. The case emphasizes athletic clothing here, as figure 8a shows 
To garment, people like various styles and the demand
d the lead time should be short. For this industry’s distribution network, we design the network which only has 
three tiers, customers, three logistics service providers and factories. In this network, there is only one tier middle 
tache, thus very short lead time is possible here. 
As the figure 7 displays, one essential approa
rthermore how to strengthen the information transfer is also emphasized. This network is an efficient and flexible 
distribution network and there are three main participators. The customer includes end customer and industrial 
customer, and there is only one middle tier, the third logistic service providers and companies in upstream are 
manufacturers. 
As it has been
ficiency, so it is important to focus on the core operation process, which means companies can outsource the 
unimportant operations. On the other hand, 3PL can provide companies with lower cost and better service because  
Customer 
3PL 
Factories
                           Product Flow                                        Information Flow 
Fig.7. Distribution network for garment industry 
fa
7. C
CAD/CAM solutions
oduction processes. Both CAD and CAM system are based on the computer, so the information technology is the 
base to achieve these systems. Computers are used to aided design and manufacturing here, like the 3D tailor 
technology can provide manufacturers more accuracy data for customers’ order dimensions. Companies in garment 
industry try to provide customized products, however they can not provide accuracy customized products if there is 
no technology support like CAD/CAM technology.  
tisfy customers’ increasing demand for quality and functionality, Adidas Company adopted ‘Customization 
Experience’ project. Adidas first reacts to customer’s ever-changing and highly specific demands, and produce their 
products with large number of variants. However, the growth of varieties made forecasting and planning difficult, 
moreover it leads to high stock. To solve this problem, the company decides to adopt mass customization method, 
and it is referred as mi adidas here.  
The mi adidas provides custom
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be
the clothing of model and choose the best style for themselves, like the figure 8b shows below [14].  
low [13]. The clothing is categorized into men’s and women’s, and for men’s sportswear, customers can choose 
different colours and try sportswear with 3D model, and then save the tailored information to make customized 
order.  
On the other hand, for women, adidas provides different styles sportswear to choose, and women customers can 
change 
Fig.8a. Tailored men’s sportswear 
Fig.8b. Tailored women’s sportswear 
zation, as the latest production mode, combines the mass volume with customized or individual 
demands. MC provides customized products with low price; however, high volume requires same production 
pr
5. Conclusions 
Mass customi
ocess while customized demand requires individual data or small volume. Like filler, the head is thick but the tail 
is thin, and how to use this filler becomes essential. As referred in the paper, module and standard products provide 
the resolve method. The half-finished products are produced with mass production method, and in this stage, how to 
keep a very low cost is the key factor to be successful for companies. In the second stage, module products are 
produced into customized products according to customized data. In a world, the speed difference for the upstream 
and downstream of MC production process need a connect point to deal with.  
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